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Theory of Coexisting Charge and Spin-Density Waves insssTMTTFddd2Br,
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Recent experiments indicate that the spin-density waves (SDWs) insTMTTFd2Br, sTMTSFd2PF6,
and a-sBEDT-TTFd2MHgsSCNd4 are highly unconventional and coexist with charge-density waves
(CDWs). We present a microscopic theory of this unusual CDW-SDW coexistence. A comple
understanding requires the explicit inclusion of strong Coulomb interactions, lattice discreteness,
anisotropic two-dimensional nature of the lattice, and the correct band filling within the startin
Hamiltonian. [S0031-9007(99)08498-7]

PACS numbers: 71.30.+h, 71.45.Lr, 74.70.Kn, 75.30.Fv
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Recent experiments have indicated that the sp
density waves (SDWs) in several organic charge–trans
solids (CTS) are highly unconventional and coexist wi
charge-density waves (CDWs) [1–7]. In this Lette
we present a unified theory that explains this behav
in a large class of 2:1 cationic CTS. While our theor
is general, we focus onsTMTSFd2PF6, sTMTTFd2Br
and sBEDT-TTFd2MHgsSCNd4 sM  K, Rb, TId. Ex-
periments by several groups have established that
low-temperature insulating phases insTMTSFd2PF6 [8]
and sTMTTFd2Br [9] are SDWs. Surprisingly, recent
x-ray scattering experiments [1,2] have revealed fe
tures associated with CDW in both materials, even f
T , TSDW . sTMTTFd2Br exhibits signatures of a4kF

lattice displacive instability (kF is the Fermi wave vector),
along with the more usual2kF charge instabilitywithin
the SDW phase [1,2]. Similarly, while early magneti
susceptibility [10] and Muon Spin rotationsmsrd [11]
measurements insBEDT-TTFd2MHgsSCNd4 established
the SDW, measurements of angle-dependent magnet
sistance oscillations [3–6] have engendered the view t
the insulating phase here is a “mysterious” state that is
“SDW accompanied by CDW” or a “CDW accompanie
by SDW” [10]. The authors of a recent13C-NMR study
have concluded that the insulating state here is actua
a CDW [7], but they have “no idea which kind of CDW
reconciles the susceptibility anisotropy. . . and other
magnetic properties.”

The issue of the proper bandfilling in the 2:1 CTS ha
been controversial, and bandfilling of both1y2 and 1y4
have been suggested. For non-1y2-filled bands the con-
tinuum renormalization group (“g-ology”) calculations do
predict coexisting2kF CDW-SDW [12,13]. However,
Monte Carlo calculations for the1y4-filled band within an
extended Hubbard model failed to find this coexistence f
realistic parameters at relevant temperatures [14]. Ma
recent theories of the 2:1 CTS assume a weak-coupl
1y2-filled band description [15,16]. Within these effec
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tive 1y2-filled band theories, the CDW, SDW, and spin-
Peierls (SP) instabilities occur withinnonoverlappingpa-
rameter regions. The microscopic theory we present he
explains the puzzling CDW-SDW coexistence in a natura
fashion. The attractive features of our theory include th
following: (i) Our Hamiltonian is a standard strongly cor-
related model for quasi-1D organic conductors [17], an
although the manifestations are novel, no exotic intera
tions are necessary to generate them; (ii) the theory c
explain the differences between quasi-1D systems that e
hibit the SP phase and quasi-2D systems that exhibit th
SDW; finally, (iii) the theory confirms the importance of
distinguishing between the bond-order wave (an on-bon
CDW) and the (on-site) CDW, and establishes the corre
phase relationships among these and the SDW. Determ
nation of the relative phases is shown to be crucial for un
derstanding the experiments.

We posit that the Hamiltonian appropriate for the ma
terials considered here is the quasi-2D extended Hubba
model,

H  H0 1 Hee 1 Hinter , (1a)

H0  2
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j,M
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nj,Mnj11,M , (1c)

Hinter  2t'

X
j,M,s

Bj,j,M,M11,s , (1d)

In the above,j is a site index whileM is a chain index,
Bj,k,L,M,s ; fcy

j,L,sck,M,s 1 H.c.g, Dj,M  suj,M 2 uj11,Md,
where uj,M is the displacement of the molecular site
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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from its equlibrium position, andyj,M represents an in-
tramolecular vibration. The total Hamiltonian describe
coupled chains, with on-site Coulomb interactionU, in-
trachain nearest-neighbor Coulomb interactionV , and in-
trachain and interchain nearest-neighbor hoppingstj 
t 2 asuj,M 2 uj11,Md andt'. For simplicity, we assume
a rectangular lattice. We are interested in the realistic p
rameter regimet' , 0.1t, V , 2jtj, U . 4jtj.

The composition of the 2:1 CTS suggests one hole p
two organic molecules, i.e., a1y4-filled band of holes.
Based on the weak dimerization along the stack axis (o
served evenabovethe metal-insulator transition tempera
tureTMI [1]), it is sometimes argued that 2:1 cationic CT
can be modeled aseffectivequasi-1D1y2-filled band sys-
tems [15,16] with Fermi surface nesting. Our results sho
that, although some aspects of the physics of thestrongly
correlated1y4-filled bandcan be understood within the
weak couplingeffective 1y2-filled theory, others simply
cannot. In particular, since the coexistence of CDW-SD
with the same periodicity isimpossiblein the 1y2-filled
band [18], the recent observations [1–7] clearly preclu
this description. A qualitative understanding of the fai
ure of the1y2–filled band scenario can be obtained from
the following consideration. The parameters in Eqs. (
should be determined from an overall Hamiltonian descri
ing boththe organic cations and the inorganic anions. T
crystal structures ofsTMTTFd2X andsTMTSFd2X indicate
that the anions face the “stronger bonds” between conse
tive molecules [1]. The anions therefore introduce a no
negligible “anionic potential,” the leading term in which
takes the formnfcy

j,m,scj11,m,s 1 H.c.g, wherens 1d is
the number of (extra) electrons on the anion. This inte
action modifies the intrachaintj, decreasingthe effective
hopping integral between the pair of organic molecules th
are relatively close, equalizing consecutivetj, and stabiliz-
ing a metallic phase. Thus the very small observed dim
ization at high temperature is akin to a steric effect, rath
than a signature of true difference in the hopping integra
Very similar conclusions have been reached from quantu
chemical calculations [19].

An intuitive understanding of the broken symmetry co
existence within Eq. (1) can be obtained in the 1D limi
t'  0. Since long-range SDW does not occur her
the relevant order parameters are the site charge den
and the bond-order

P
s Bj,j11,M,M,s . Previous work has

established [20] that the lattice distortion arising from
the periodic modulation of the bond order, the bond
order wave (BOW), has the formuj  u0fr2 coss2kFj 2

u2d 1 r4 coss4kFj 2 u4dg, wherer2 andr4 are the relative
weights of the2kF and4kF components [20]. In contrast,
the CDW can haveeither the 2kF or the 4kF modula-
tion but not both,sonj  1y2 1 n0 cossQj 2 fd, where
Q  2kF or 4kF [20,21]. For comparison with what fol-
lows, we sketch in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) the familiar BOW
and SDW configurations for the1y2-filled band.

A crucial feature of non-1y2-filled commensurate bands
is thesymbioticcoexistence between the BOW and CDW
s
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[20,21] that enables one to understand the general c
from the b  0 limit, which we henceforth adopt. Im-
portantly, as the HubbardU is increased from zero, the
phase anglessu2, fd of the 2kF BOW-CDW switch from
s0, py2d to spy4, py4d [20]. We show the uncorrelated
and correlated2kF BOW-CDWs in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d),
respectively. For nonzeroV , Vc (whereVc  2jtj for
U ! `, and is larger for finiteU) the absolute ground
state acquires a4kF BOW character [r4 fi 0, u4  0; see
Fig. 1(e)], but the CDW continues to have periodicit
2kF [20,22]. Our numerical results will establish that th
BOW-CDWs of Figs. 1(d) and 1(e) can coexist with th
particular SDW shown in Fig. 1(f).

We begin our quantitative studies in the 1D limit
Since a true long-range SDW cannot occur here, we
corporate an additional (external fieldlike) termHSDW 
2

P
j efnj," coss2kFjd 1 nj,# coss2kFj 1 cdg and con-

sider H 1 HSDW . HSDW imposes a SDW in the
1y2-filled band for c  p and the SDW of Fig. 1(f)
in the 1y4-filled band for c  py2, with the ampli-
tude of the SDW increasing withe. We calculate
the exact electronic ground state energiesEsau0, ed
of finite periodic rings as functions ofe, where au0
is a rigid bond modulation parameter. The quanti
DEsau0, ed  Esau0  0, ed 2 Esau0 fi 0, ed is a di-
rect measure of the energy gained on bond distortion. F
the 1y4-filled band, it is also necessary to specifyr2yr4.
While we have confirmed our results for many differen
r2 andr4, we discuss onlyr4  0 andr4  r2. In Fig. 2
we show the behavior ofDEsau0, ed for a 1y2-filled band
of 10 sitessau0  0.05d and a1y4-filled band of 16 sites
sau0  0.1d, for U  6, V  1. DEsau0, ed decreases
rapidly with e in the 1y2-filled band, in agreement with
the known result that the SDW and the BOW are mutua
exclusive here [18]. In contrast, we find thatDEsau0, ed
increaseswith e in the 1y4-filled band for both cases
studied, indicating acooperativeinteraction between the
BOW and the SDW. Since the BOWs we have studie

(d)

(g)

(f)

(b)

(e)

(c)(a)

FIG. 1. Schematics of the 1D (a)1y2-filled BOW;
(b) 1y2-filled SDW; (c) 1y4-filled uncorrelated2kF BOW-
CDW; (d) 1y4-filled correlated 2kF BOW-CDW [the 4kF
BOW is the same as (a)]; (e)1y4-filled BOW-CDW that is
a superposition of4kF and 2kF periodicities, and occurs for
nonzeroV , Vc; (f ) 1y4-filled 2kF SDW investigated here;
(g) the 4kFsite-diagonal CDW that occurs only forV . Vc.
The double (dotted) bonds are strong (weak), the single bo
is of intermediate strength, and the double dotted bond in (e)
a weak bond that is stronger than the single dotted bond. T
sizes of the vertical bars (arrows) on sites give their relati
charge (spin) densities.
1523
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coexist with the correlated2kF CDW, the ground state of
H 1 HSDW is an admixture ofs2kF 1 4kFd-BOW, 2kF

CDW, and2kF SDW for the 1y4-filled band. In order
to confirm that the cooperative effect is not due to fini
size, we have repeated our calculations withzero lattice
distortion; the calculated bond orders for nonzeroe show
a modulation of the type shown in Fig. 1(e), indicating
tendency forspontaneousBOW distortion in the presence
of the SDW.

For 2D coupled chains, we have performed calc
lations of spin-spin correlations, site charge densitie
and bond orders in the ground state ofH alone, using
the constrained path quantum Monte Carlo (CPMC
approach [23] to minimize the fermion sign problem i
2D. All calculations were checked against exact resu
for a 4 3 4 lattice. The CPMC calculations are for 4
coupled chains of length 12 sites each, periodic alo
both directions, with the same values ofU, V , au0 as in
1D and t'  0.1t. We incorporate a phase differenc
of p between the BOWs on neighboring chains, bas
on calculations (a) in the noninteracting limit and (b) fo
the 4 3 4 lattice in the interacting cases, which indicat
that this particular phase difference gives the lowest to
energy. In Fig. 3 we show the spin-spin correlations b
tween consecutive sites 2, 3, 4, and 5 on the first chain a
sites 1–12 on the second chain for the caser4  0 only.
As seen from the figure, (a) the2kF bond distortion leads
to antiferromagneticinterchain spin-spin correlations,
(b) there is a simultaneousintrachain antiferromagnetic
spin-spin correlation—the spin densities on sites 3 and
are opposite to those on sites 2 and 5, and (c) the magnit
of the interchain spin-spin correlation for a given site o
the second chain does not simply decrease with the sep
tion from the site on the first chain, but is also determine
by the charge density on the particular site on the seco
chain. This is a signature of long-range SDW within th
distorted lattice. Witht'  0.1t, the CPMC technique
does not yield sufficiently accurate spin-spin correlatio

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3
ε

0.0

0.1

0.2

∆E
(α

u 0,
ε)

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 2. DEsau0, ed versuse for sad the 1D 1y2-filled band
(solid line), s bd the 1D1y4-filled band with the bond distortion
of Fig. 1(d) (long dashed line), andscd the 1D1y4-filled band
with the bond distortion of Fig. 1(e) (short dashed line).
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between sites two chains apart. However, with a slightl
larger t' s0.2td, these more distant interchain spin-spin
correlations are also in agreement with antiferromagnet
interchain correlations. As in 1D, we have confirmed tha
the interaction between the BOW-CDW and the SDW
is cooperative also forr2  r4: Decreasing (increasing)

FIG. 3. Thez-z spin correlations between sites 2, 3, 4, and 5
on the first chain and sites 1–12 on the second chain (see tex
The bars on the top of the figure show the charge densitiesNj
on the sites of the second chain.
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FIG. 4. Schematic of the quasi-2D SDW in the correlate
1y4-filled band. The sizes of the arrows have the same mean
as in Fig. 1(f ).

au0 decreases (increases) the strength of the interch
antiferromagnetic correlations.

In Fig. 4 we sketch the ground state broken symmet
that emerges from the CPMC results: Two adjacent sit
with unequal charge but parallel spins are surrounded
other such pairs with opposite spins. Viewing the pai
of sites as single effective sites, this appears similar
the SDW of the effective1y2-filled band scenario [15,16],
but the critical distinction is that there are different charg
and spin densities on the individual molecules within th
pairs. In their x-ray diffraction experiment, Pouget an
Ravy find strong evidence only for the2kF CDW in the
so-called SDW phase ofsTMTSFd2PF6, and perhaps both
the CDW as well as a2kF or 4kF BOW in the SDW phase
of sTMTTFd2Br [1,2]. Our results indicate that the CDW-
SDW necessarily drives a modulation of thetj. Whether
or not anobservablelattice distortion accompanies this
depends on the strength ofa.

In conclusion, we have shown that there exists acoop-
erativeinteraction among the CDW-BOW and the SDW in
the “normal” state of cationic 2:1 CTS that emerges nat
rally when lattice discreteness, Coulomb interactions, a
actual bandfilling are taken properly into account. Thre
final comments are in order. First, in the appropriate sm
t' regime, our theory correctly describes the existence
highly 1D systems [such assTMTTFd2X, whereX fi Br]
which exhibit only SPyBOW and CDW coexistence (i.e.,
no long-range SDW). Second, although lack of space p
cludes detailed consideration of the important magne
field-induced SDW phenomena [24], the discussion su
rounding Fig. 4 suggests that key features of the previo
approaches [16] remain true within the1y4-filled, strongly
correlated framework. In addition, however, interestin
effects due to unequal charge and spin densities on
paired sites may emerge. Third, since SC appears in th
CTS only upon the melting of the SDW, it seems that an
theory of organic SC should take into consideration th
important roles of bandfilling and strong Coulomb interac
tions that are established by the present work.
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Note added.—After submission of this article, we
learned of the work of Kobayashiet al. [25], who also
posited, based on the results of [20], that thes", #,
#, "d configuration (Fig. 4) could explain the CDWySDW
coexistence in these materials. Although our calculation
confirm their supposition, we believe that their use o
the Hartree-Fock approximation and strictly 1D model
renders their microscopic mechanisms likely incorrec
and the parameter values in their models unphysical.
particular, it is not possible to explain both the SP phase
the 1DsTMTTFd2X sX fi Brd and the SDW in the weakly
2D sTMTTFd2Br andsTMTSFd2X within their approach.
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